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Abstract: Trinidian actor and singer. Connor was instrumental in introducing Afro-American and Caribbean music and theater to British audiences. Pearl Connor is an actress and manager of the Pearl Connor Agency, a talent agency which represented African, Asian, and Caribbean artists residing in Britain. Correspondence, contracts, writings by Edric Connor, radio, theatrical, and movie scripts, manuscript sheet music, minutes, programs, broadsides, and personnel files and financial records which document Edric Connor's career, the Pearl Connor Agency, and a number of Caribbean immigrant organizations with which they were involved.

Access: Advance notice required.

Preferred citation: Edric and Pearl Connor papers, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, The New York Public Library

Creator History

Trinidian actor and singer. Connor was instrumental in introducing Afro-American and Caribbean music and theater to British audiences. Pearl Connor is an actress and manager of the Pearl Connor Agency, a talent agency which represented African, Asian, and Caribbean artists residing in Britain.

Scope and Content Note

Correspondence, contracts, writings by Edric Connor, radio, theatrical, and movie scripts, manuscript sheet music, minutes, programs, broadsides, and personnel files and financial records which document Edric Connor's career, the Pearl Connor Agency, and a number of Caribbean immigrant organizations.
with which they were involved.

Key Terms

Occupations
Actors, Black
Singers

Subjects
Actresses -- Great Britain
Blacks -- Great Britain -- Music
Blacks in the performing arts -- Great Britain
Immigrants -- Great Britain
Music -- Great Britain
Performing arts -- Great Britain
Talent scouts -- Great Britain

Genre/Physical Characteristic
Broadside
Script
Sheet music

Geographic Names
Caribbean Area -- Emigration and immigration
Great Britain -- Emigration and immigration
Great Britain -- Social life and customs

Names
Connor, Edric, 1913-1968
Connor, Pearl
Pearl Connor Agency